
QUIZ TIME
Sporting Villains Quiz

1. Which England footballer was blamed for England’s exit from the 1998 World cup in France?

2. After missing three out of competition drug tests in 2006 which athletes’ chances of representing Britain 
    at the Olympics appeared over?

3. In 1999 which rugby union player’s image was in tatters when forced to resign as England captain after a 
    ‘News of the World’ story claimed he had taken hard drugs in his youth?

4. Which footballer set up the Sporting Chance Clinic in 2000, to help sports people suffering from  
     addiction?

5. In 2010 which snooker player found himself being accused of taking a bribe to throw frames in a match? 
    

6. Which British cyclist was banned for two years between 2004-2006 for taking the drug EPO?

7. Which French international is probably most remembered for headbutting the Italian player, Marco  
     Materazzi, in the 2006 World Cup Final?

8. Luis Figo is regarded by many as one of Real Madrid’s greatest, but what happened to make him such  
    a controversial player in Spain?

9. Which footballer has the unfortunate label of having bitten three players on three separate occasions?

10. Which former French cyclist was banned for EPO use becoming the central figure in the 1998  
      Festina affair?

11. Which sprinter took the 100 metres gold at the 1988 Olympics only to be stripped of the title days  
       later?

12. Rosie Ruz won the Boston marathon with an impressive time in 1980, but suspicions were raised when 
       her time was found to be 20 minutes faster than her PB. Why was she stripped of the title?

13. Which former England cricket captain in 1994 was accused of ball tampering during the Lord’s Test 
       against South Africa?

14. Which figure skater hired an assassin to hit her competitor and ensure she could not compete?

15. Which American athlete spent 6 months in prison in 2008 for lying about her use of steroids to help 
       claim Olympic medals at Sydney 2000?


